INTRODUCTION
At elevated temperatures the spectra of polyatomic molecules become extremely complicated with millions, or even billions, of transitions potentially playing an important role. Such spectra are important in many environments including astrophysical ones which are both hot and rich in molecules such as the atmospheres of cool stars and brown dwarfs, and the atmospheres extrasolar planets, particularly "hot Jupiters". Similar data are needed to study radiative transport and the spectral signatures of flames, engines and exhaust gases to name just a few examples. The data demands for modelling the radiative transport and spectra by bodies which are rich with molecules in the temperature range 1000 to 3000 K are thus huge [1] . Access to extensive lists of transitions is essential for interpreting even the rather simple spectra that can be obtained from exoplanets [2, 3] . So far our group has generated extensive, reliable lists of spectral lines for a number species including some stable diatomics [4, 5, 6, 7] , water [8] , H + 3 [9] , HCN/HNC [10] , and recently ammonia [11] . However there are a number of key molecules for which data are almost completely lacking, of which methane is a particularly pressing example [3] .
The ExoMol project [6] aims to construct line lists of molecular transitions suitable for spectroscopic and atmospheric modelling of cool stars and exoplanets. As at high temperatures it is necessary to consider huge numbers of lines even for a single species, direct determination of these line lists by laboratory measurements is problematic. Line lists are therefore best computed on the basis of robust theoretical models tested against available laboratory data rather than constructed experimentally.
METHODOLOGY
Our general strategy for generating line lists is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The strategy is based on the use of high quality ab initio electronic structure calculations with standard quantum chemistry packages [12, 13] and direct solution of the resulting nuclear motion problem. For diatomics this is done by direct numerical integration of single [14] or coupled [15] potential energy curves; for triatomics [16] and some tetratomics [16] variational solutions based on the use of exact kinetic operators [17] are used; for larger systems numerically defined kinetic energy operators as calculated by the program TROVE [18] are employed. With a few exceptions [4, 5, 9] , the use of pure first-principles quantum mechanics does not yield energy levels and hence transition frequencies of the desired accuracy. Energies levels can be improved using one of three strategies. Firstly, the ab initio potential energy surface can be improved by fitting to experimental data using appropriately defined procedures [19, 20, 21] . Secondly, it is possible, at least in TROVE, to substitute observed vibrational band origins into the calculation immediately before the step which generates the rotational energy levels [11] . Finally, experimental energy levels determined, for example, using the MARVEL procedure [22] , can be substituted in place of the calculated ones, see [4, 23] for example.
While ab initio procedures for determining energy levels are improved by the use of experimental data, this is not so for transition intensities. Systematic tests [24] have shown that it is hard to improve on high quality, ab initio dipole moment surfaces by fitting to experimental data. Indeed there is growing evidence [25, 26, 27, 28] that carefully determined dipole moment surfaces can be calculated which give transition intensities with an accuracy competitive with, or possibly better than, experiment.
A particular feature of the line lists required for modelling molecular spectra in hot atmospheres is their shear size. For example, the most complete available line list for the diatomic TiO contains 58 million transitions [29] , while both the BT2 line list for water [8] and the recent CDSD-4000 for CO 2 [30] each contain over 500 million lines. The problem gets worse for large molecules: the recent BYTe hot ammonia line list has over a billion transitions [11] . Although attempts have been made to reduce these numbers by importance sampling [31] , these do not change the orders of magnitudes involved and, indeed, run the risk of deleting important transitions: see [32] for an example. Data handling for data sets of this size therefore becomes a serious problem. For this reason the remainder of this article is concerned with the issues of data formats and data compaction.
DATA FORMAT FOR EXOMOL
Up until now there has been no uniform format for providing line lists. Instead the prefered format has evolved with time and hence changed, albeit often only slightly, from line list to line list. Below we propose a uniform but flexible format which we plan to use for all future large line lists. For small problems, such as diatomics with less than a million transitions, use of single line list file will continue to be sufficient. For other published lists we will provide updated versions in the new format via our website, http://www.exomol.com.
The division of the line list data into a states file and a transitions file was originally employed by Viti et al. in their follow-up to the VTP1 water line list [33] as a means to facilitate the efficient sorting of large number of transitions, with associated tags, into wavelength order. However it was soon realised that this format gave advantages which go beyond simple compactness of data representation. In particular, the use of a separate states file allows the post hoc manipulation of the energy data which has been used, for example, to both improve the energies in the HCN/HNC line list [34] and to transform an H 12 C 14 N line list into one appropriate for H 13 C 14 N [23] .
All data files are provided in text format, using only the 95 printable ASCII characters (decimal codes 32-126). Each data record consists of fixed-width data columns which are separated by single spaces (not tabs) into fields. Missing data for any field are indicated by a single asterisk, *.
Transitions are divided into two types of file. One, with the extension .states, State degeneracy J I7/F7.1 %7d/%7.1f J-quantum number † * The state ID is a non-negative integer index, starting at 1 † J is quantum number for the total angular momentum excluding nuclear spin and is a good quantum number (in the absence of hyperfine coupling).
contains the molecular states, each of which is identified by an integer ID. The other, with the extension .trans, references the upper and lower states of a transition using their IDs, and provides the Einstein A-coefficient for the transition.
ExoMol also provides absorption cross section data in a file with extension .sigma, described below.
.states file format
The first four fields of the states file are mandatory for all records; these are illustrated in Table 1 . Subsequent fields are molecule-dependent and documented in a README file supplied with the data. The good quantum numbers and labels should precede the approximate ones; for example, where parity is a helpful label it should occur in a field preceding any vibrational quantum numbers. Note that we have chosen to follow the convention, as adopted in the HITRAN database [35] , that the state degeneracy, g tot , is the total statistical degeneracy including any nuclear spin degeneracy resulting from unresolved hyperfine coupling and the (2J + 1) factor from the rotational motion of the molecule.
The J quantum number may be a non-negative integer or half-odd integer depending on the state, and so either integer or floating-point format may be used for its field.
Finally, we recognize that in some cases transition frequencies and hence energy levels are required to better that 1 × 10 −1 cm −1 . In these cases higher precision energy levels will be placed in an extra field beyond the mandetory 4 fields. This will be noted in the accompanying readme file. Table 2 gives the specification of the transitions file. There are three mandatory fields: the first two label the upper and lower state IDs and the third holds the transition's Einstein A-coefficient. Each record represents a single quantum transition, and the records are sorted in ascending order of wavenumber. Very large datasets may be split into more than one transitions file; the filename (and README file) should indicate the wavenumber range of the data in each file. 
.trans file format

.sigma file format
Absorption cross section data (σ ) are provided by the ExoMol project as a function of wavenumber (ν, in cm −1 ) in units of cm 2 molec −1 [36] . The ExoMol website allows cross sections to be produced at a user-defined resolution (binning interval) and wavenumber range, and output is in a file with the .sigma extension. This file consists of a series of either two-field records (ν i and σ i , separated by a single space) or single field records (one column of values, σ i ). In the latter case, the wavenumber corresponding to the centre of each bin may be calculated as
for the n wavenumber bins, each of width Δν, with the first atν min ≡ν 1 . The values ofν min ,ν max ≡ν n and Δν are given in the .sigma file name and in an auxilliary file supplied with the .sigma file. The field formats are given in Table 3 .
EXAMPLES The BT2 water line list
The BT2 high-temperature line list [8] for H 2 16 O is presented to users as a .states file, and 16 .trans files. The transitions file is split into wavelength regions simply to aid downloads. Table 4 gives a portion of the BT2 states file and defines the fields used in this case. The fields give both rigorous quantum numbers as specied in Table 1 and the approximate quantum numbers for water in standard notation. Note that for most states the approximate quantum numbers are not actually know, as illustrated by line 980 in the example. Table 5 gives a portion of the transitions file in the new format, which in this case corresponds to the format used when the line list was originally published [8] .
Example: the H 
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the ExoMol project is the generation and distribution of comprehensive molecular line lists. Ideally one would want to do this using the protocols offered by the Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Centre (VAMDC) project [37] . However the size of the datasets involved means that this is not at present practicable. As a compromise we developed procedures, mentioned above, which transform the huge line list into much more managable, temperature-dependent cross sections [36] . These offer the advantage of being small enough to quickly download and relatively straightforward to integrate into modelling codes. Our data in this format are integrated into the VAMDC by virtue of the option to download cross sections in the VAMDC's "XSAMS" format. However it has already been shown [38] that pressure-broadening effects are important for models of exoplanet atmospheres. At present the cross sections are generated using a zero pressure model and adding pressure effects, even approximately, represents a significant complication. 
